
Talking Points: Start of the School Year 

1. We are fully committed to in-person instruction and excited to see our students this year. 
 
2. The Delta variant is drastically hurting continuity of instruction due to quarantining and limited 

independent study capacity. 
 
The Delta variant has led to a significant and unforeseen surge in independent study (IS) interest and 
student quarantining, putting educational quality and school funding at risk. 
 

• Capacity – Staffing, timing, and logistical challenges make it difficult if not impossible for 
districts to meet the unanticipated demand for independent study due to mandated 
quarantines. 

• Inability to pivot to IS – For parents and districts alike, the amount of paperwork and 
compliance to quickly pivot to IS is unworkable. Many districts are continuing to teach kids with 
no expectation of funding. Or kids are just missing school altogether. Or they are suddenly 
transferring to another district with a teacher they have never met for a matter of days or 
weeks. 

• Quarantine protocols – There are dramatic differences in the way counties are implementing 
quarantine protocols. Clear quarantining requirements are needed to ensure school and county 
health officials can properly plan and adhere to protocols.  

• 15-day limit for “short-term” IS – Mandated quarantining, plus wildfires, smoke, and public 
safety power shutoffs, will result in students exceeding the 15-day limitation on short-term 
independent study. The 15-day threshold puts district funding at risk for days served beyond the 
15-day limit. 

 
3. Staffing shortages are compounding these problems. 
Schools are starting this year with 20,000 fewer teachers than one year ago. Long-standing staffing 
shortages have been worsened with higher than normal retirements that have taken place during the 
pandemic. Schools throughout the state are unable to hire enough staff to meet in-person and 
independent study needs, let alone expanded learning opportunities.  
 

• Staffing shortages are limiting IS access – The 24-to-1 ratio is causing districts to either cap 
access to IS because they cannot comply with the ratio (and seeking a waiver), or teaching 
students knowing they will not receive funding. 

• Local bargaining agreements – Impacts on workload and work-type for both certificated and 
classified staff caused by higher-than-anticipated demand for independent study is forcing the 
reopening of local collective bargaining agreements. Unlike distance learning, many collective 
bargaining agreements prohibit reassignment to alternative education (independent study). 

• Shuffling of staff – There is no coherent way to staff currently. Quarantines and the “revolving 
door” of requests for independent study require a constant shuffling of staff, which has 
bargaining implications and is logistically impossible in many cases. Depleted substitute pools 
are being staffed with teachers recently hired for expanded learning. 

• Staff quarantines – Staff quarantines compound existing staffing shortages. 
 
4. Special education uncertainty.  



For many moderate-to-severe special education students, independent study programs do not meet 
free appropriate public education standards. This puts parents and school officials in an impossible 
position. 

• Special education services – Inability to find service providers, high costs, and unwillingness to 
enter private residences makes it impossible for some districts to provide IEP-dictated services 
through independent study.  

 
5. Discussing potential solutions. 

• We are not seeking an ADA hold-harmless, nor a return to distance learning.  

• More staffing. Starting the year with 20,000 fewer teachers is one of the root causes to 
everything we discussed. Need more help to staff classrooms, independent study, sub pools, 
and expanded learning opportunities. We need more adults on school campuses. One teacher 
should not be expected to teach two classrooms (one of quarantined students). 

o Extend CBEST waiver 
o Increase cap on postretirement earnings limit for retired teachers during FY 2021-22 

where a demonstrated need exists (i.e., vacancies are unable to be filled). Some labor 
organizations have indicated an openness this year. 

o Allow independent study to be supplemented with California-certificated teachers who 
are not employees of the local education agency to ensure schools accommodate 
quarantine surges. Again, only while IS is required statewide (2021-22) and where 
demonstrated need exists.   

o Literally any other flexes on staffing.  

• Contact tracing. 
o We need Public Health to do all – or even some! – of the contact tracing. It’s becoming a 

second full-time job for school site administrators and classified employees. It’s a 
diversion from instruction. 

o Can we cut these forms down to avoid 30-field forms per potential exposure? 

• Better guidance. Urge CDPH to issue guidance that maximizes safe in-person learning. 
o Consistent application of modified quarantine rules across local health 

jurisdictions/counties. 
o Guidance on sports and extracurriculars to ensure a safety floor across the state. 

• For quarantine, streamline the IS bureaucracy that disrupts learning continuity 

• Increase time schools have to return students to in-person instruction following parent/guardian 
request. 


